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ver a wide range of environments, up to five ant species
forage every square meter of
ground (1). In Amazonian
rainforests, the biomass of ants dwarfs
that of vertebrates (2), and in many
rainforest trees, ants make up a large
fraction of individual insects (3). This
ecological dominance and the complexity of their societies makes their phylogeny of great interest as a glimpse into
the development of the modern world in
terms of the relationships between the
various groups of ants, how their characteristics evolved, and when they originated. This year we have seen not one
but two blockbuster articles examining
ant phylogeny and time of origin of the
group, one of which is by Brady et al.
(4) in this issue of PNAS. The two articles (4, 5) agree in several important
respects but disagree in others.
Early thought on ant phylogeny was
bedeviled by the belief that all or most
of the genera with armored cuticles and
strong stings belonged in a single subfamily, the Ponerinae (6). Brown (7)
pointed the way forward by suggesting
that various other ant subfamilies arose
within the ponerines, which are thus
paraphyletic; presciently, he proposed a
close relationship between the Ectatomminae (then a ponerine tribe) and the
giant subfamily Myrmicinae [⬎4,500
species (8)]. However, he made no nomenclatural change, and subsequent authors tended to treat the ponerines as a
single group. This tendency to agglomerate seriously compromised the ability
to make sense of ant phylogeny, and for
decades the procession of phylogenetic
schemes was notable in its diversity
rather than its stability. The crucial
breakthrough came from Bolton (24),
who erected a host of new subfamilies
and subdivided the original subfamily
Ponerinae into six; although he still
placed all of these together, this recognition of difference liberated phylogeneticists to make new findings (4, 5, 9).
Bolton’s (24) reorganization of ant
systematics joined with the increasing
ease of obtaining DNA sequence, a
moderately good fossil record, and the
rise of phylogenetic methods able to
handle large data sets and estimate divergence dates. The first major and convincing effort to elucidate ant phylogeny
at a grand scale and set it in temporal
context was that of Moreau et al. (5)
earlier this year. The study by Brady et
al. (4) is even larger, dealing with 162
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Fig. 1. Certainty becomes managed uncertainty. Analyzing the complete sequence ant data set together
with outgroups yielded tree A, with the outgroups joining at the filled star, implying that the Leptanillinae
are the sister group to all other ants. Analyzing just the ant sequences led to a significantly different result,
tree B. Testing nine hypotheses (dots or stars) for rooting the ant tree eliminated four but left five as
statistically not separable. The most likely of these, shown with a filled star, remains on the branch to the
Leptanillinae, but the second most likely, shown with an open star, falls on the branch to the rest of the
ants, implying that the leptanillines are closely related to the Amblyponinae, with which they share some
striking characteristics. Thick lines denote branches with posterior probability of at least 0.95. The
instability of the ingroup according to whether outgroups are included in the analysis may have resulted
from long branch attraction.

species from all 20 currently recognized
ant subfamilies and 10 outgroups and
using 6 kb of DNA sequence from seven
nuclear genes. There is much agreement
between the two studies. In particular,
most subfamilies are monophyletic, and
the two trees place them in similar positions. Brown’s suggestion of a strong
relationship between the Ectatomminae
and the Myrmicinae is not contradicted
statistically by the new findings.
There is thus now the emergence of the
promise of stability in ant phylogeny, with
these studies having very similar trees, but
this result includes a puzzling anomaly,
namely the placement of the Leptanillinae
as the sister group to all other ants. Those
leptanillines that have been studied are
tiny, eyeless subterranean ants with an
army-ant lifestyle, preying on geophilomorph centipedes like wolves on elk (10).
Their bizarre habit of the queen feeding
on hemolymph from her larvae also occurs in the Amblyoponinae (11), and this
and morphological similarities raised suspicions that these groups are closely related. Having the Leptanillinae placed at
the base of the tree of all ants (4, 5) is
therefore very odd. For one thing, eyeballing the resulting tree gives the impression that the ancestral ant was eyeless and
lived underground, so that the great majority of ants today must have secondarily
regained eyes and moved to hunt in the
open air.
Long branch attraction (12), in which
groups at the ends of long branches are
wrongly placed together during phylo-

geny inference, can also lead to spurious
rearrangement of the ingroup taxa (13).
The problem is mainly one for parsimony and will not occur for maximum
likelihood or Bayesian analysis when the
substitution model has been correctly
specified (14), but the models now available may not reflect reality sufficiently
well to avoid it in some small, but unknown, number of cases (15). To paraphrase Li (16), substitution models are
naturally artificial despite the attempt to
be artificially natural. Brady et al. (4)
surmised that long branch attraction
might have affected the placement of
the ant groups and thus repeated the
analysis with the outgroups omitted. Significant differences appeared between
the two analyses (Fig. 1). In particular,
the poneroids, a group of morphologically similar subfamilies, which had
formed a monophyletic assemblage in
the rooted tree, no longer did so when
the outgroups were omitted. Next,
Brady et al. tested nine hypotheses for
the rooting of the ant tree by constraining each such link in turn and found
that only four of these were eliminated
statistically. The most likely one of the
remaining five still placed the Leptanillinae as the sister group to the rest of
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antdom, but the second most likely of
them nests them near the Amblyoponinae and allows the interpretation of the
ancestral ant as an above-ground forager
with eyes. Thus, an ant tree in accordance with morphological expectation is
among those fitting the molecular data,
but it is not a done deal.
Given the thoroughness of the phylogenetic analysis, it is striking that this
sophistication did not extend to comparative analysis, for which no details have
been given. Powerful Bayesian methods
are now available, which, unlike earlier
approaches, take uncertainty in the phylogeny into account (17, 18). Given the
wealth of morphological, ecological, social, and behavioral characteristics ants
present, the data now available promise
a further revolution in understanding all
features of ant biology.
But when did ants arise? Most modern ants (and many predatory wasps)
have adults subsisting mostly on floral
nectar or hemipteran exudates while
hunting prey (or carrion) for the young.
These characteristics speak for an association with angiosperms, which has
been suggested as important to the origin of ants (19). Stemming from winged
stinging ancestors, they have reduced
the winged stage to a dispersal phase
and adapted to life on or in the ground
by females casting off their wings once
they have mated. Speculating a little,
dispersing, mating, and settling on the
ground predisposed such insects to form
small family groups, leading naturally to
a strong influence of kin selection fostering the further transition to the differentiation between queens and workers (20, 21). Losing wings for foraging
not only opened up the ground and its

surface, it also opened the night; many
ants forage at night, but exceedingly few
flying social insects manage this (22).
It is in dating the origin of ants that the
emphases of this year’s blockbuster ant
articles differ most sharply. Moreau et al.
(5) explored a number of dating techniques, but both Moreau et al. and Brady
et al. (4) settled on the method of penalized likelihood (23) and used the same set
of ant fossil ages. Whereas Moreau et al.
appear to have used only the minimum
ages of ant fossils in their analysis, Brady
et al. also assigned two different fixed ages
(145 and 185 Mya) to the most basal
node, basically marking the origin of the

aculeate Hymenoptera. In each article, a
maximum and minimum age was estimated for the ants. As did some earlier
analyses (including one by myself and
some by members of the Brady et al.
team), Moreau et al. concluded that a Jurassic age for the ants is plausible; the
confidence limits for these estimates range
from 132.6 to 176.4 Mya. Brady et al. used
their three ‘‘best’’ trees for dating, the tree
resulting from analyzing all of their sequences in a single analysis (Fig. 1A) and
the trees with the highest likelihood resulting from adding the outgroups to various points on the tree analyzed for ants
alone (starred in Fig. 1B). The most diver-

gent of these dates and their confidence
limits yields the range 105.6–143.2 Mya.
The two ranges overlap, but whereas that
of the earlier study overlaps the Jurassic,
that of Brady et al. (4) does not. However,
Brady et al. regard the older ages as problematic and hence stress a mid-Cretaceous
age for the most recent common ancestor
for ants. Even so, Brady et al. concede
that there may have been ants on Earth
even earlier, in the form of the apparent
ant ancestors, the enigmatic fossil-only
Sphecomyrminae. Where this uncertainty
leaves the association with the angiosperms is a little unclear; it seems less
problematic to have ants diversifying in
the presence of rich angiosperm forests
than before these arose, but homopterans
would have provided the sugary secretions
consumed by adults in preangiosperm
times.
A rich interplay between systematics,
morphology, and molecular phylogeny
can be traced. As noted above, the systematic decision (24), based on morphology, to disaggregate the various
groups then classified as tribes within
the Ponerinae freed molecular phylogeneticists trying to relate the subfamilies,
making possible the studies that have
appeared. Molecular phylogenetic results, on the other hand, so closely
linked one of Bolton’s new subfamilies,
the Apomyrminae, with one of the others, the Amblyponinae (9), that systematists merged the two (25). The findings
include some of molecular evolutionary
interest (why did the Leptanillinae
evolve so much faster than other ants?),
but this work has the most interest to
those fascinated by the biology and evolution of this socially sophisticated and
ecologically dominant group.
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There is now the
emergence of the
promise of stability
in ant phylogeny.
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